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Strong inferences are drawn from police-worn body camera (BWC) footage, frequently without an assessment of reliability.
Unique characteristics of BWC footage (i.e., capturing trends and less frequent behavior, a focal actor (officer) is absent)
suggest a specific reliability strategy. A three-step strategy of selecting appropriate reliability indexes, providing salient
reliability categories, and ranking the reliability categories was applied to BWC footage. Five interrater agreement (AC1, bαK , B
− P coefficient, rwg, ad:m), two interrater consistency ðICCð1, 1Þ, ICCð2, 1ÞÞ, and three internal consistency (ωt , ωh, GLB)
indexes were applied to police BWC footage. A focus was to ascertain the upper limits of reliability for BWC footage. Item
development and rater training were conducted to optimize rating reliability. Using a within design and confidence intervals,
the relatively stronger and weaker reliabilities across the six domains of video completeness, respect (passive, active, discourse),
threats, and behavioral stance were assessed. Applied to the admissibility of court evidence, central aspects of video
completeness have relatively stronger reliabilities. For research, lower reliabilities have a cost of limited generalizability and
ecological validity. Policy recommendations include the usage of a standardized scale with multiple ratings to determine what
information should be used in high-stake decision-making based on BWC footage. The three-step strategy integrated the
reliability indexes into a single figure to reflect a reliability summary of each component of BWC footage. Weighted rankings
found the Overall Audio Quality (-4.9) and Empathy (-4.9) items to have the weakest reliabilities and the Clarification (5.1)
and Physical Resistance (4.9) items to have the strongest reliabilities.

1. Introduction

Video recordings of public events are easy to gather and
share, resulting in a convenient record. As a record, the
visual components of video footage make the information
easier to process for the observer (no reading) and for the
researcher (no physical observation). For police BWC foot-
age, researchers can study inherently complex interactions
that include rare and difficult-too-observe aspects of police
events and decision-making [1]. Inferences from police
BWC footage, whether general observation or research-
based, often assume the trustworthiness of video footage
content. Before we can formulate inferences, engage in sub-
sequent analyses, draw conclusions, and make decisions,
some level of video footage trustworthiness is necessary. This

paper outlines and applies a strategy to evaluate the trust-
worthiness (i.e., reliability) of BWC footage.

The reliability of BWC footage can be evaluated via dif-
ferent methods. Viewing an event that is similar to past cor-
rect inferences, one can logically infer some level of
reliability to a current event. Ontologically, a trustworthy
person or system (i.e., media) can say that inferences are
warranted. Within an epistemology framework, statistical
evidence can be used to examine evidence (focus of the pres-
ent study). Statistical reliability is a tool of social science.
One drawback of statistical reliability is that it cannot
directly evaluate the footage, requiring inferences from the
content to estimate reliability. For this method of reliability
to have benefit, the inferred content needs to have impor-
tance for making video inferences. The present study’s scales
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cover officer-citizen interaction areas relevant for legal/court
requirements and contributors to a potential officer-citizen
conflict (see Supplementary Materials Part A for an overview
and description of scales (available here)). Statistical reliabil-
ity places constraints on levels of valid inferences [2]. To bet-
ter isolate which BWC content areas could be used for valid
inferences, the current study was designed for the possibility
of maximizing reliabilities.

1.1. Uniqueness of BWC Footage. Prior to the common usage
of BWC footage, the gathering of officer-citizen interactions
was a challenging endeavor. Researchers typically had to rely
on resource-intensive observation strategies, such as system-
atic observation [3, 4]. These approaches constrained sam-
pling methods [5] and created reactivity concerns [6, 7].
An observer would have to be present for many extraneous
interactions, especially if the target observation was a less
frequent behavior. BWC footage has the methodological
advantage to observe many interactions, capturing trends
and less frequent behavior without requiring a direct
observer. Fixed-placement cameras also have these advan-
tages [8], but BWC footage has the unique characteristic of
an absence of solely outside actors (an officer is wearing
the camera), which changes observational perceptions of
emotionally charged events. These unique characteristics
result in greater difficulties in formulating inferences,
namely, sufficient objectiveness to assess intentionality [9].
These unique characteristics of BWC footage [10] warrant
a reliability review, focused on understanding reliabilities
associated with BWC footage content.

Inferences related to officer-citizen interactions can be
informed by one’s prior internal experiences [11, 12],
which in and of itself, has a degree of internal and experi-
ential reliability [13, 14]. BWC footage, by definition, lacks
this internalness component of reliability. The external
nature (we can observe) of BWC footage affords the
opportunity to estimate the trustworthiness of BWC foot-
age via reliability statistics and designs [15]. The presence
of reliable data, though, does not automatically ensure the
measurement validity [16, 17], but greater agreement can
result in stronger validities [18, 19]. Given the intersect
of a general under representation reliability index coverage
[11, 20–23] and the strong inferences drawn from BWC
footage, the present paper proposes a strategy of integrat-
ing a representation of reliability indexes. Interrater and
internal consistency reliability indexes are applied to the
structured content rating data of BWC footage [24]. The
uniqueness of BWC data and its structure guide the pro-
cess for which reliability indexes are used and which
indexes have greater value.

1.2. Reliability Indexes. Indexes of reliability can fall into two
broad methodological categories with their respective sub-
categories: interrater and internal consistency. The interrater
approach uses multiple raters using the same method to rate
the same observations [17, 19, 25]. The emphases with inter-
rater statistics are agreement and consistency among the
raters. The internal consistency approach focuses on
grouped observations (i.e., items), with each observation

having multiple data points. The emphasis with internal
consistency is the assessment of scale total variance and is
not directly related to the raters.

Interrater designs fall into two basic categories: interra-
ter agreement and interrater reliability [26, 27]. Conceptu-
ally, interrater agreement assesses the degree of agreement
or consensus among raters, indicating the degree that raters
are interchangeable. Interrater reliability focuses on the con-
sistency and stability (i.e., similarity in rank and profile sim-
ilarity) among raters (labeled “inter-rater consistency” for
the current paper). The comparison of interrater agreement
and interrater consistency indexes highlights four possible
high/low combinations [28]. Using a graph with rater A’s
ratings on the y axis and rater B’s ratings on the x axis, the
data points falling on the diagonal line would indicate a per-
fect relationship (see Figure 1). So, ratings close to the diag-
onal line would indicate high interrater agreement and high
interrater consistency. Practically, this would involve raters
having the same or very similar ratings in most cases. Rat-
ings close to a straight line, but not near the diagonal would
indicate low interrater agreement, but high interrater consis-
tency. Practically, this would involve raters having similar
patterns of ratings, but no or few ratings with the same
assigned rated number. Ratings clustered at the center of
the graph would indicate high interrater agreement but low
interrater consistency. This would involve most cases having
similar assigned rater numbers, indicating a restriction of
range. Ratings scattered throughout the graph would indi-
cate both low interrater agreement and low interrater consis-
tency. Practically, this would involve a dissimilar pattern of
ratings and dissimilar assigned rated numbers.

Interrater agreement is the ratio of the difference
between chance and obtained agreement to the maximum
nonchance agreement. In terms of application, interrater
agreement indexes attempt to adjust for chance or expected
agreement. Five agreement indexes are used in the present
study (Gwet’s AC1, Krippendorff’s α, Brennan-Prediger’s ð
B − PÞ coefficient, James et al.’s within-group agreement ð
rwgÞ, Burke et al.’s average deviation for mean ðad:mÞÞ.
Interrater agreement indexes are unable to assess the degree
of alignment (i.e., consistency) among the raters, which is
accomplished with interrater consistency indexes.

Interrater consistency is the ratio of the difference
between the data variance that is due to the rated targets
and the data variance that is due to the raters (i.e., signal
to noise ratio). As such, interrater consistency indexes
require that the variable be in a continuous format. Different
than the agreement indexes, interrater consistency measures
cannot be computed for prefect agreement. The application
of interrater reliability involves comparing the portion of
variance that is associated with the target to the portion of
variance that is associated with the raters. Greater rater var-
iance than target variance would indicate low reliability.
Intraclass correlation is calculated for the current study, with
intraclass referring to an inability to distinguish among the
class of raters [19]. Interrater reliability indexes have the
benefit of reflecting different sources of variation with data
than is able to be done with agreement indexes [2]. The
ICCð2, 1Þ formula was used for the item data and the ICCð
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1, 1Þ formula for the item-deletion approach (described in
Method). [29] demonstrated that the ICCð2, 1Þ formula
could be used with nominal data.

Internal consistency measures the ratio of observed
scores to the associated true scores, which assesses the error
measurement in a scale score. True scores refer to a scale
score in a perfect world, or administrating a test under all
possible circumstances, obtaining an unbiased mean of all
observed scores [16, 30]. Through the use of sample stan-
dard deviations, a true score is estimated. The level of trust-
worthiness for internal consistency is the proportion of true-
score variance explained by the observed scores. In terms of
application, internal consistency determines the degree that
the measures will allow for similar results, given the multiple
opportunities for variation to occur. This provides a frame-
work for test score generalization to occur. Three internal
consistency indexes are used for the present study (omega
total, [ωt], omega Hierarchical, [ωh], greatest lower bound
[GLB]). Similar to the interrater reliability indexes, internal
consistency indexes focus is on scale total variance. To facil-
itate an item focus, the scale index calculation is made with
scale items sequentially removed (i.e., increased or lowered
internal consistency based upon one scale item removed).

The above logical and computational differences among
the three reliability categories are reinforced by simulation
studies. Under various levels of rating score agreement, inter-
rater agreement indexes are more strongly correlated with
each other, and indexes of interrater consistency are more
strongly correlated with each other [2]. In addition, the consis-
tency indexes were more sensitive to the magnitude of score
differences, which would be conceptually expected.

1.3. Three-Step Strategy for Choosing and Applying
Reliability Estimates. Multiple indexes of reliability are nec-
essary to present a comprehensive picture of rated contents’
trustworthiness [19, 31]. Given that many reliability indexes
are available, a three-step analytic strategy to apportion reli-

ability indexes to an overall evaluative framework is pro-
posed. First is the exclusion of reliable indexes, although
common, that have demonstrated statistical difficulties. Sec-
ond is the assignment of categorical importance for agree-
ment, interrater consistency, and internal consistency
reliability indexes. Third is the assignment of weights to each
of the three categories of reliability indexes. The use of a
three-step methodological process has also been applied to
medical imagery (PET, fMRI, CT) [32].

1.3.1. Excluded Reliability Indexes (First Step). Percent agree-
ment, kappa coefficient, and Cronbach’s alpha have been
much used indexes of statistical reliability. Yet, each of these
have statistical difficulties for which other indexes have dem-
onstrated improvements. Percent agreement does not
account for the possibility of chance agreement, resulting
in an overly liberal index [2, 22]. Kappa coefficient is depen-
dent on marginal distributions, which introduces “bias” of a
rater [33]. Cronbach’s alpha makes assumptions of tau
equivalence and uncorrelated errors that are rarely met [34].

1.3.2. Ranking of Importance of the Three Categories of
Reliability Indexes (Second Step). The second step ranks the
importance of the three categories of reliability indexes.
The interrater agreement indexes are ranked first, followed
by interrater consistency, and then internal consistency
indexes. There are four reasons for this order. First, the areas
rated in the BWC footage cover a wide breadth of informa-
tion, including environmental conditions, quality of video,
presenting issues, reactive behaviors, affect, and the presence
of objects. This breadth goes beyond solely examining a nar-
rowly defined construct (i.e., rage). Second, the level of infer-
ence needed to make the ratings varies. Some content
involves minimal inference (i.e., presence of light) and some
content involves greater inference to make a rating (i.e.,
empathy), for which interrater agreement and interrater
consistency indexes are better resourced. Thus, evaluating
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Figure 1: Four possible high/low interrater combinations.
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individual items will better reflect the basic differences
among the items. Third, agreement coefficients, which
reflect an absolute measurement rating among these areas,
will have more salience (i.e., content present or not) in eval-
uating the trustworthiness of targeted content. This better
mirrors the value of consensus before making inferences
and drawing conclusions of BWC footage, which is con-
trasted to rank similarity or pattern similarity of the rated
content. Similarly, researchers examining communication
content analyzes place a high premium on agreement,
emphasizing this type of reliability as a precondition for
valid inferences [22]. Fourth, agreement coefficients empha-
size the similarity amongraters, as compared to the consis-
tency of the content. Knowing the interchangeability of
raters (i.e., independent replications) of the judgments on
BWC footage has stronger importance for drawing BWC
footage conclusions than the consistency of the construct
being rated. The greater the commonality in the absolute
measurement rating of key components contributing to
BWC footage ratings will suggest that these detected differ-
ences are possible and likely to be found by others. This
occurrence of independent replications in the ratings
increases the trust that these data can have similarity among
information stakeholders in an applied setting [15].

The greater emphasis on interrater agreement and inter-
rater consistency will not preclude incorporating internal
consistency indexes, as interrater reliability indexes will con-
found measurement error with other sources of variability
koo 2016, [17]. Drawing upon the idea of evidence synthesis,
which allows for various kinds of evidence to be integrated
within a higher order structure [2], internal consistency will
be weighted less in summarizing the reliability results.

1.3.3. Assignment of Weights for the Three Types of
Reliability Indexes (Third Step). In order to more finely
reflect the importance of the three types of reliability indexes
and to allow for multiple reliability indexes within each type
of reliability, weights are assigned for each of the three types
(categories) of reliability indexes. The agreement index cate-
gory is weighted 3 : 1 against the internal consistency index
category. The agreement index category is weighted 2 : 1
against the interrater consistency index category. The inter-
rater consistency index category is weighted 2 : 1 against the
internal consistency index category. Viewed in terms of
points, the agreement index category coefficients have the
potential of 3 points, the interrater consistency index cate-
gory has the potential of 1.5 points, and the internal consis-
tency index category has 1 point. From the weights, an
overall summary of the index coefficients can be obtained.

1.4. Present Study. The current paper has three goals. First, a
three-step strategy is proposed to assess the reliability of
BWC footage. Second, in the context of measuring the com-
plexities of officer-citizen encounters, we seek to ascertain
the BWC footage content that are capable of the upper limits
of reliability. This involved the development of an optimal
rating measure (with detailed guide) and ratings completed
by adequately trained raters. Technology-based data with
unstructured content will have limited utility [35]. Basic reli-

abilities across key content areas will help inform which of
these components ought to be used to formulate inferences,
engage in subsequent analyses, draw conclusions, and make
decisions upon BWC footage. Of note, reliability issues are
absent in critical BWC footage reviews [36–39]. The third
goal focused on an application, assessing differences between
reliabilities (via confidence intervals), and not according to
benchmark criteria (i.e., .70). Thus, our overall goal was to
understand the levels of reliability associated with this data
set [24].

2. Method

Attempting to maximize reliability was accomplished
through the two tasks of item development strategies and
rater training. In contrast to measuring general interpersonal
interactions (i.e., “courteous”), the current measure was pat-
terned after the direct behavior rating approach, which is
strongly context-specific [40].

2.1. Item Development. The development of the items con-
sidered the type of scaling of the items and the use of direct
observation rating strategies. The determination of the response
scale for each item took into account the content being evalu-
ated in BWC footage (See Supplementary Materials, Part A
for scale content rationale). For example, the use of a 1-5 rating
scale was tied to the item content (i.e., tone: 1 = hostile, 5 =
warm) and promotes less error variance in targeted ratings
[41]. Also, each rating level was viewed appropriate if each of
the levels had an opportunity to be endorsed. If the responses
would be bounded (i.e., limited chance of a normal distribution
or difference between levels not equal), a more limited rating
scale was chosen. In addition to distribution concerns, this strat-
egy helps to reduce measurement error [42]. If rating responses
would not approximate equal intervals between the scale values,
then a categorical approach was used. For example, measuring
video obstruction did not lend itself to a numeric rating scale.
Either the BWC was properly situated on the officer or not.
Thus, this item was rated with two levels of “No” or “Yes.”
Given that meeting an item threshold (i.e., interagreement)
was of greater importance than construct measurement, the
majority of the items (notably outward behaviors, see
Supplementary Materials, Table A.1) incorporated a nominal
level of measurement.

The focus of direct observation ratings involved three
guidelines in the development of the items [40]. First, items
reflected a current, specific time-frame (present study used
30min intervals of the same event), minimizing retrospec-
tive judgments. Second, items had straightforward descrip-
tions with the anticipation that field supervisors would be
rating these items. Third, a substantial number of items were
physical and social indicators, reducing the number of infer-
ential judgments [43].

2.1.1. Item Development Process. The development of the
items occurred throughout biweekly meetings over 12
months (3 semesters) among the two authors and two grad-
uate students [44]. Goals included addressing: (a) scaling
raw BWC footage data [45] and (b) development of items
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that would allow for optimal reliability by minimally trained
raters. Much of the discussion centered on resolving dis-
agreement through item content clarifications and scoring
revisions. Four footage cases were used to develop and pilot
the items. These developmental and pilot footage cases were
not included in the current study. Also, these two graduate
students were not a part of the study’s raters.

2.1.2. Calculation of Scale Scores. The scaling of each item for
the scale scores varied and was measured according to nom-
inal, ordinal, and interval levels of measurement. In addi-
tion, the interval items had different number of response
levels (e.g., 3 to 6 levels). The use of different item response
levels and the associated distributional qualities (i.e., skew-
ness) differentially impact internal consistency [46]. In order
to reduce the impact of these issues and to facilitate using
items to calculate a scale score, items were converted to a
binary response. [47] presented arguments of how binary
items can appropriately indicate the internal consistency of
scale content. For the current study’s interval items, fre-
quency mid-points were used to create the binary item. For
the nominal and ordinal items, approximately 90% of the
responses fell into two response levels. The 10% typically
involved a “Do not Know” response, which was coded as a
“No” or “Not Present” response.

2.2. Rater Training, Cases, and Study Design. Four raters
were graduate students (different than for scale development)
who received the same training protocol. The training, includ-
ing practice ratings, was 30 hours. Thus, from a reliability
design perspective, the raters, because of similarity in training,
can be assumed to function as parallel measures. All the cases
with interrater ratings (n = 13) were rated by either two (n = 8)
or three (n = 5) raters. The interrated cases were sequentially
chosen (every 7th case) from the total dataset (n = 99). Exclud-
ing the training cases (not included in the rated dataset), raters
were blind to each others’ ratings.

The footage cases were chosen according to the potential
of the footage case containing behavioral health issues. The
participating agency uses a common police Computer Aided
Dispatch (CAD) system to manage citizen calls for service
and officer activities. The CAD system tracks officer-citizen
encounters at the event level [3], with classifications assigned
by police communications personnel based on input from
officers after a call for service is resolved. This includes clas-
sifying a officer-citizen encounter as primarily concerning a
behavioral health issue. Encounters recorded in the CAD
system from (June, 2015 to May, 2017) were selected for
inclusion in this project. These encounters were further fil-
tered based on whether body camera footage was available,
as the agency was in the process of a multiyear staggered
deployment of BWC units. Some encounters did not involve
officers equipped with BWC units, resulting in a sample of
99 encounters.

2.3. Analytic Plan

2.3.1. Interrater and Internal Consistency Indexes. For the
following five agreement indexes, interrater agreement is
the ratio of the difference between chance and obtained

agreement to the maximum nonchance agreement, with
the main difference among the indexes being how chance-
agreement is calculated. Except for the ad:m index
(reversed), a coefficient close to 1 reflects near-perfect agree-
ment, and a coefficient near 0 reflects agreement that can be
expected by chance (not necessarily no agreement). Gwet’s
AC1 (B.1, Supplementary Materials), Krippendorff’s alpha
(bαK ; B.2), and Brennan-Prediger (B − P; B.2) coefficients
can be calculated on ordinal data with multiple raters. For
items with multiple response levels, James et al.’s within-
group agreement statistic (rwg; B.4) uses a rectangular distri-
bution (i.e., symmetrical probability distribution between
certain parameters) to handle chance agreement [48]. The
average deviation statistic (ad:m; B.5) assesses agreement
through the average of the absolute differences between each
score and the overall mean.

Interrater consistency indexes measure profile similarity,
which is different than the extent to which raters give inter-
changeable ratings. In terms of application, the interrater
consistency index provides a consistency, conformity, or
repeatability of a measure. The ICCð2, 1Þ formula (B.6, Sup-
plementary Materials) is applied to nominal/ordinal data
[29] and the ICCð1, 1Þ (B.7) to continuous data.

Omega indexes require a scale of items and are based on
a factor analytic model. Omegas are assessed by a ratio of
item variability that is explained by the total variance of all
the items. For omega total ðωtÞ [49], the factor model is
transformed by a Schmid-Leiman rotation [50], which
rotates the factor solution according to a bifactor model with
one general factor and several smaller factors (B.8, Supple-
mentary Materials). Omega hierarchical (ωh; B.9) is similar
to ωt , but it only includes the contributions of the general
factor, with group and item loadings being omitted. Greatest
lower bound (GLB; B.10), developed within classical test the-
ory, incorporates the two components of the following: (a)
the sum of the interitem covariance matrix for true scores
and (b) the sum of the interitem covariance matrix for the
error term [51].

Calculations for the AC1, bαK , B − P, rwg, ad:m, and ICCð
1, 1Þ indexes were computed in the R package multilevel
[52]. The ICCð2, 1Þ, ωt , ωh, and GLB indexes were computed
in the R package psych [49]. Reliability formulas with descrip-
tions are presented in Supplementary Materials, Part B.

2.3.2. Item Deletion Approach. To assist in assessing the indi-
vidual items, an item deletion approach was used with the
interrater correlation statistics, as the rwg, ad:m, and
ICCð1, 1Þ indexes can be used with both single items
and scale scores. This approach compared the individual
rated items to the reliability of the items comprising the
total scale score. If a single item is removed, then the
total scale coefficient is assessed to determine if there
was an increase or decrease with the item removed
[53]. A decrease would indicate that the item is contrib-
uting to the scale’s reliability, and an increase coefficient
would indicate that the item is reducing the scale’s reli-
ability. Given that this approach assesses the items’ per-
formance through the total score (crossitem and
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crossrater variance assumptions are made), these results
are deemed to be of less importance in assessing the
overall trustworthiness of the items.

2.3.3. Calculations of Assigned Weights for the Three Types of
Reliability Indexes. To accommodate the 3 : 1 and 2 : 1
weights, each of the interrater agreement coefficients were
weighted “1,” given that there were three coefficients used
in the current study. In addition to using the coefficient con-
fidence intervals to assess if the coefficients within a scale are
different (i.e., higher or lower), to facilitate a visual represen-
tation of the within scale differences (Figure 2), the two
higher interrater agreement coefficients received a weight
of “1,” and the two lower coefficients received a weight of
“-1.” The interrater consistency (ICCð1, 1Þ) coefficients were
weighted “1.5,” given that there was one coefficient for the
consistency category used in the current study. The coeffi-
cients for the item deletion approach were weighted “0.15,”
given that there were six coefficients for the consistency cat-
egory used in the current study.

3. Results

3.1. Interrater Agreement. Table 1 reports three interrater
agreement indexes (Gwet’s AC1, bαK , B − P coefficient) on
the individual rated items. For the Completeness scale,
the Prior Video and Quality of Lighting items had the
strongest agreement. The level of agreement for video
obstruction was moderate, neither the strongest nor the
weakest, suggesting some relative agreement if video inter-
ference was occurring. Overall audio quality had the poor-
est agreement, suggesting that a minimum standard for
understanding audio may be difficult to assess. For the
Respect-Passive scale, the Reflection and Clarification
items had the strongest agreement. The Decreased Dis-

tance and Empathy items had the poorest agreement. For
the Respect-Active scale, the Verbal Threat and Antago-
nize items had the strongest agreement. The Verbal Com-
mands and Debrief items had the poorest agreement. For
the Respect-Discourse scale, the Directly and Volume
items had the strongest agreement. The Tone and Domi-
nant items had the poorest agreement. For the Threats
scale, the Weapons and Citizen Threat items had the
strongest agreement. The Excitement and Drug items
had the lowest agreement. For the Behavioral Stance scale,
the Physical Resistance and Physical Attack items had the
strongest agreement. The Ignoring Officer and Verbal
Resistance items had the poorest agreement.

Of note, the strongest and poorest coefficients were out-
side the 95% confidence intervals for the three indexes
(Gwet’s AC1, bαK , B − P coefficient) across five scales (Com-
pleteness, Respect-Passive, Respect-Active, Respect-Dis-
course, and Threats). An exception were the Gwet’s AC1
and B − P coefficient indexes for the Behavioral Stance scale,
for which the item coefficients were within each other’s 95%
confidence intervals.

3.2. Interrater Consistency. The ICCð2, 1Þ consistency results
are presented in Table 2. For the Completeness scale, the
Quality of Lighting and Natural Lighting items had the
strongest consistency. Overall Audio Quality had the poor-
est consistency, suggesting that the conceptual understand-
ing for audio may be difficult for raters to align their
ratings. For the Respect-Passive scale, the Reflection and
Clarification items had the strongest consistency. The
Empathy and Increase Distance items had the poorest con-
sistency. For the Respect-Active scale, the Verbal Threat
and Verbal Commands items had the strongest consistency.
The Antagonize and Repeat items had the poorest consis-
tency. For the Respect-Discourse scale, the Volume and
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Dominant items had the strongest consistency. The Tone
and Demeanor and Directly items had the poorest consis-
tency. For the Threats scale, the Weapons and Alcohol
items had the strongest consistency. The Drug and Citizen
Threat items had the lowest consistency. For the Behavioral
Stance scale, the Physical Resistance and Verbal Resistance

items had the strongest consistency. The Physical Attack
and Ignoring Officer items had the poorest consistency.
Of note, the strongest and poorest coefficients were outside
the 95% confidence intervals for the ICCð2, 1Þ index across
the six scales (Completeness, Respect-Passive, Respect-
Active, Respect-Discourse, Threats, and Behavioral Stance).

Table 1: Item calculations for Gwet’s AC1, Krippendorff’s alpha, and Brennan-Prediger’s agreement indexes.

Item AC1 95% CI bαK 95% CI B − P 95% CI

Completeness

Prior Video 0.841 [0.589, 1.000] 0.655 [0.213, 1.000] 0.808 [0.517, 1.000]

Prior Audio 0.768 [0.467, 1.000] 0.189 [-0.157, 0.535] 0.692 [0.517, 1.000]

Cond Natural Lighting 0.711 [0.280, 1.000] 0.490 [-0.033, 1.000] 0.608 [0.088, 1.000]

Quality of Lighting 0.812 [0.559, 1.000] 0.550 [0.154, 0.947] 0.725 [0.434, 1.000]

Video Obstructed 0.635 [0.197, 1.000] 0.348 [-0.098, 0.794] 0.538 [0.092, 0.985]

Overall Audio Quality 0.366 [-0.192, 0.924] 0.022 [-0.533, 0.577] 0.231 [-0.311, 0.772]

Respect-Passive

Paraphrasing 0.684 [0.420, 0.948] 0.300 [-0.333, 0.934] 0.548 [0.237, 0.860]

Reflection 0.825 [0.626, 1.000] 0.448 [-0.204, 1.000] 0.713 [0.430, 0.995]

Clarification 0.723 [0.460, 0.988] 0.519 [0.095, 0.944] 0.635 [0.369, 0.938]

Increase Distance 0.670 [0.165, 1.000] 0.160 [-0.226, 0.546] 0.556 [0.031, 1.000]

Decrease Distance 0.100 [-0.501, 0.701] 0.114 [-0.452, 0.679] 0.091 [-0.501, 0.683]

Empathy 0.142 [-0.258, 0.542] 0.100 [-0.255, 0.455] 0.115 [-0.278, 0.508]

Respect-Active

Verbal Commds 0.163 [-0.476, 0.802] 0.182 [-0.365, 0.729] 0.128 [-0.474, 0.730]

Verbal Threat 1.000 [1.000, 1.000] 1.000 [1.000, 1.000] 1.000 [1.000, 1.000]

Antagonize 0.821 [0.584, 1.000] -0.071 [-0.201, 0.058] 0.692 [0.339, 1.000]

Introduction 0.601 [0.232, 0.970] 0.375 [-0.008, 0.758] 0.542 [0.164, 0.920]

Repeat 0.282 [-0.143, 0.708] 0.083 [-0.261, 0.426] 0.231 [-0.171, 0.633]

Acknowledge 0.360 [-0.074, 0.795] 0.216 [-0.201, 0.633] 0.308 [-0.111, 0.727]

Debrief -0.026 [-0.346, 0.294] -0.126 [-0.367, 0.115] -0.060 [-0.361, 0.241]

Respect-Discourse

Tone 0.576 [0.294, 0.904] 0.327 [-0.097, 0.752] 0.308 [0.180, 0.836]

Dominant 0.670 [0.346, 0.995] 0.483 [0.086, 0.879] 0.625 [0.305, 0.945]

Volume 0.855 [0.689, 1.000] 0.615 [-0.109, 0.530] 0.795 [0.596, 0.994]

Pace 0.891 [0.739, 1.000] 0.210 [-0.109, 0.530] 0.798 [0.560, 1.000]

Demeanor 0.785 [0.488, 1.000] -0.071 [-0.205, 0.062] 0.641 [0.218, 1.000]

Directly 0.945 [0.815, 1.000] 0.651 [0.588, 0.714] 0.923 [0.755, 1.000]

Threats

Excitement 0.405 [0.079, 0.731] 0.259 [-0.017, 0.534] 0.385 [0.063, 0.706]

Alcohol 0.934 [0.776, 1.000] 0.722 [0.259, 1.000] 0.897 [0.674, 1.000]

Drug 0.854 [0.606, 1.000] -0.034 [-0.143, 0.074] 0.744 [0.357, 1.000]

Weapon 1.000 [1.000, 1.000] 1.000 [1.000, 1.000] 0.897 [0.674, 1.000]

Citizen Threat 1.000 [1.000, 1.000] 1.000 [1.000, 1.000] 1.000 [1.000, 1.000]

Behavioral Stance

Refuse to Comply 0.828 [0.563, 1.000] 0.764 [0.426, 1.000] 0.808 [0.517, 1.000]

Ignoring Officer 0.754 [0.370, 1.000] 0.748 [0.367, 1.000] 0.744 [0.357, 1.000]

Verbal Resistance 0.821 [0.538, 1.000] 0.727 [0.330, 1.000] 0.795 [0.492, 1.000]

Physical Resistance 0.905 [0.691, 1.000] 0.872 [0.592, 1.000] 0.897 [0.674, 1.000]

Physical Attack 0.886 [0.702, 1.000] -0.034 [-0.141, 0.072] 0.795 [0.492, 1.000]

Note. AC1: Gwet’s AC1; bαK : Krippendorff’s alpha; B − P: Brennan-Prediger’s coefficient. Ordinal and interval scales (see Table A.1 in Supplementary
Materials) computed with weighted formulas.
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3.3. Item Reliability according to Item Deletion Approach

3.3.1. Interrater Agreement. Incorporating the item removal
method, the strongest item contributing to the scale’s level
of agreement is indicated by the lowest coefficient (ad:m is
reversed; Table 3). With the rwgðiÞ agreement index, Prior

Audio, Empathy, Debrief, Pace, Alcohol, and Physical
Attack items had the strongest contribution to their respec-
tive scales’ level of agreement. With the rwgðiÞ agreement
index, Cond Natural Lighting, Reflection, Acknowledge,
Tone, Excitement, and Ignoring Officer items had the poor-
est contribution to their respective scales’ level of agreement.

With the ad:m agreement index, Overall Audio Quality,
Clarification, Debrief, Pace, Alcohol, and Physical Attack
(higher CIs) items had the strongest contribution to their
respective scales’ level of agreement. With the ad:m agree-
ment index, Cond Natural Lighting, Decrease Distance,
Acknowledge, Tone, Excitement, and Ignoring Officer items
had the poorest contribution to their respective scales’ level
of agreement.

3.3.2. Interrater Consistency. Table 3 contains the interrater
consistency item results. With the ICC consistency index,
Cond Natural Lighting, Clarification, Verbal Threat, Domi-
nant, Citizen Threat, and Physical Resistance items had the
strongest contribution to their respective scales’ level of con-
sistency. With the ICC consistency index, Prior Video,
Increase Distance, Repeat, Volume, Alcohol (higher CIs),
and Ignoring Officer items had the poorest contribution to
their respective scales’ level of consistency.

3.3.3. Internal Consistency. Table 4 contains the internal
consistency results using the item removal method. As with
the interrater agreement and consistency indexes, the stron-
gest item contributing to the scale’s level of consistency is
indicated by the lowest coefficient. With the ωt internal con-
sistency index, Prior Audio, Paraphrasing, Acknowledge,
Dominant, Drug, and Refuse to Comply items had the stron-
gest contribution to their respective scales’ level of internal
consistency. With the ωt internal consistency index, Overall
Audio Quality, Increase Distance, Debrief, Directly, Alcohol,
and Physical Attack items had the poorest contribution to
their respective scales’ level of internal consistency.

With the ωh internal consistency index, Prior Audio,
Decrease Distance, Repeat, Dominant, Citizen Threat, and
Physical Attack items had the strongest contribution to their
respective scales’ level of internal consistency. With the ωh
internal consistency index, Overall Audio Quality, Increase
Distance, Verbal Threat, Volume, Alcohol, and Verbal
Resistance items had the poorest contribution to their
respective scales’ level of internal consistency.

With the glb internal consistency index, Cond Natural
Lighting, Paraphrasing, Repeat, Dominant, Excitement, and
Refuse to Comply items had the strongest contribution to
their respective scales’ level of internal consistency. With
the glb internal consistency index, Overall Audio Quality,
Empathy, Debrief, Directly, Weapon, and Physical Attack
items had the poorest contribution to their respective scales’
level of internal consistency. Tables 1–4 were generated in
the R package xtable [54].

3.4. Summaries of Index Coefficients. Figure 2 provides a
visual summary of Tables 1–4 (summarized in Supplemen-
tary Materials, Table C.1) using the strongest and poorest
reliability coefficients within each scale. Figure 2 provides

Table 2: Item calculations for intraclass correlation index
(ICC ð2, 1Þ).
Item ICC 95% CI

Completeness

Prior Video 0.770 [0.538, 0.905]

Prior Audio 0.465 [-0.029, 0.774]

Cond Natural Lighting 0.862 [0.725, 0.943]

Quality of Lighting 0.879 [0.757, 0.950]

Video Obstructed 0.722 [0.441, 0.884]

Overall Audio Quality 0.322 [-0.117, 0.679]

Respect-Passive

Paraphrasing 0.830 [0.623, 0.932]

Reflection 0.899 [0.777, 0.960]

Clarification 0.888 [0.775, 0.954]

Increase Distance 0.480 [-0.009, 0.782]

Decrease Distance 0.631 [0.300, 0.840]

Empathy 0.000 [-0.249, 0.361]

Respect-Active

Verbal Commds 0.611 [0.267, 0.831]

Verbal Threat 1.000 [1.000, 1.000]

Antagonize 0.000 [-0.351, 0.424]

Introduction 0.016 [-0.311, 0.423]

Repeat 0.000 [-0.206, 0.326]

Acknowledge 0.015 [-0.082, 0.215]

Debrief 0.000 [-0.075, 0.165]

Respect-Discourse

Tone 0.691 [0.378, 0.873]

Dominant 0.748 [0.494, 0.896]

Volume 0.911 [0.820, 0.963]

Pace 0.560 [0.114, 0.819]

Demeanor 0.000 [-1.010, 0.587]

Directly 0.000 [-0.906, 0.574]

Threats

Excitement 0.764 [0.413, 0.909]

Alcohol 0.900 [0.800, 0.959]

Drug 0.000 [-0.949, 0.580]

Weapon 1.000 [1.000, 1.000]

Citizen Threat 0.740 [0.477, 0.893]

Behavioral Stance

Refuse to Comply 0.971 [0.942, 0.988]

Ignoring Officer 0.560 [0.114, 0.819]

Verbal Resistance 0.866 [0.707, 0.946]

Physical Resistance 0.959 [0.917, 0.983]

Physical Attack 0.000 [-1.033, 0.590]

Note: ICC: intraclass correlation ðICCð2, 1ÞÞ.
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Table 3: James et al.’s agreement for multi-item, Burke et al.’s average deviation for mean, and intraclass correlation indexes for total scale
(bold) and if scale item is removed.

Item rwg ið Þ 95% CI ad:m 95% CI ICC 95% CI

Completeness

Scale Coefficient 0.862 [0.69, 1.039] 0.321 [-0.004, 0.645] 0.712 [0.414, 0.989]

Prior Video 0.862 [0.69, 1.039] 0.303 [0.009, 0.598] 0.764 [0.455, 0.989]

Prior Audio 0.853 [0.68, 1.028] 0.342 [0.051, 0.633] 0.751 [0.448, 0.987]

Cond Natural Lighting 0.913 [0.82, 1.008] 0.252 [0.031, 0.473] 0.558 [0.334, 0.971]

Quality of Lighting 0.888 [0.72, 1.052] 0.286 [-0.017, 0.590] 0.634 [0.238, 0.990]

Video Obstructed 0.859 [0.68, 1.035] 0.368 [0.018, 0.717] 0.709 [0.423, 0.979]

Overall Audio Quality 0.865 [0.71, 1.026] 0.393 [0.105, 0.682] 0.686 [0.423, 0.972]

Respect-Passive

Scale Coefficient 0.427 [0.16, 0.693] 0.868 [0.503, 1.232] 0.212 [-0.006, 0.817]

Paraphrasing 0.563 [0.31, 0.819] 0.709 [0.346, 1.073] 0.165 [-0.005, 0.825]

Reflection 0.565 [0.33, 0.797] 0.726 [0.406, 1.047] 0.185 [-0.014, 0.816]

Clarification 0.504 [0.25, 0.757] 0.799 [0.479, 1.119] 0.139 [-0.023, 0.798]

Increase Distance 0.530 [0.29, 0.769] 0.735 [0.417, 1.053] 0.363 [0.097, 0.852]

Decrease Distance 0.556 [0.31, 0.798] 0.705 [0.358, 1.052] 0.165 [-0.069, 0.831]

Empathy 0.501 [0.26, 0.742] 0.774 [0.485, 1.062] 0.207 [0.019, 0.811]

Respect-Active

Scale Coefficient 0.756 [0.57, 0.945] 0.376 [0.119, 0.633] 0.717 [0.460, 0.979]

Verbal Commds 0.724 [0.55, 0.902] 0.449 [0.212, 0.685] 0.606 [0.312, 0.948]

Verbal Threat 0.756 [0.57, 0.945] 0.376 [0.119, 0.633] 0.569 [0.236, 0.948]

Antagonize 0.769 [0.59, 0.948] 0.393 [0.150, 0.636] 0.707 [0.435, 0.948]

Introduction 0.724 [0.53, 0.916] 0.415 [0.179, 0.650] 0.575 [0.292, 0.948]

Repeat 0.782 [0.61, 0.951] 0.359 [0.153, 0.565] 0.738 [0.518, 0.948]

Acknowledge 0.788 [0.61, 0.972] 0.329 [0.114, 0.544] 0.734 [0.539, 0.948]

Debrief 0.673 [0.46, 0.890] 0.466 [0.233, 0.699] 0.727 [0.551, 0.944]

Respect-Discourse

Scale Coefficient 0.687 [0.47, 0.905] 0.338 [0.118, 0.557] 0.161 [-0.007, 0.825]

Tone 0.862 [0.69, 1.032] 0.171 [-0.003, 0.345] 0.021 [-0.209, 0.875]

Dominant 0.769 [0.60, 0.943] 0.286 [0.107, 0.466] -0.181 [-0.204, 0.765]

Volume 0.703 [0.46, 0.941] 0.333 [0.077, 0.590] 0.452 [0.224, 0.915]

Pace 0.672 [0.44, 0.905] 0.355 [0.122, 0.587] 0.031 [-0.162, 0.828]

Demeanor 0.677 [0.44, 0.910] 0.308 [0.087, 0.528] 0.161 [0.020, 0.862]

Directly 0.728 [0.53, 0.927] 0.321 [0.108, 0.533] 0.203 [0.010, 0.848]

Threats

Scale Coefficient 0.711 [0.50, 0.923] 0.252 [0.060, 0.444] 0.598 [0.345, 0.950]

Excitement 0.904 [0.69, 1.116] 0.073 [-0.035, 0.180] 0.683 [0.204, 1.000]

Alcohol 0.673 [0.46, 0.885] 0.286 [0.098, 0.475] 0.683 [0.266, 1.000]

Drug 0.692 [0.48, 0.904] 0.248 [0.103, 0.392] 0.609 [0.379, 0.903]

Weapon 0.711 [0.50, 0.923] 0.252 [0.060, 0.444] 0.598 [0.355, 0.951]

Citizen Threat 0.750 [0.54, 0.962] 0.218 [0.025, 0.411] 0.593 [0.255, 0.960]

Behavioral Stance

Scale Coefficient 0.826 [0.60, 1.051] 0.179 [-0.039, 0.398] 0.926 [0.846, 1.000]

Refuse to Comply 0.872 [0.65, 1.097] 0.141 [-0.031, 0.313] 0.908 [0.791, 1.000]

Ignoring Officer 0.887 [0.66, 1.113] 0.124 [-0.021, 0.269] 0.924 [0.839, 1.000]

Verbal Resistance 0.862 [0.64, 1.087] 0.179 [-0.009, 0.368] 0.911 [0.850, 1.000]

Physical Resistance 0.841 [0.62, 1.066] 0.162 [-0.036, 0.361] 0.889 [0.783, 1.000]

Physical Attack 0.826 [0.60, 1.051] 0.179 [-0.039, 0.398] 0.920 [0.829, 1.000]

Note: rwg: James et al.’s within-group agreement; ad:m: Burke et al.’s average deviation for mean; ICC: intraclass correlation ðICCð1, 1ÞÞ.
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Table 4: Omega total, omega hierarchical, and greatest lower bound indexes for total scale (bold) and if scale item is removed.

Item ωt 95% CI ωh 95% CI GLB
Completeness

Scale Coefficient 0.870 [0.787, 0.926] 0.402 [0.232, 0.628] 0.701

Prior Video 0.737 [0.670, 0.800] 0.407 [0.266, 0.679] 0.543

Prior Audio 0.652 [0.480, 0.848] 0.403 [0.210, 0.595] 0.606

Cond Natural Lighting 0.735 [0.673, 0.794] 0.422 [0.095, 0.678] 0.481

Quality of Lighting 0.760 [0.670, 0.824] 0.439 [0.273, 0.574] 0.529

Video Obstructed 0.817 [0.748, 0.877] 0.445 [0.287, 0.581] 0.696

Overall Audio Quality 0.891 [0.798, 0.933] 0.510 [0.371, 0.685] 0.729

Respect-Passive

Scale Coefficient 0.784 [0.736, 0.824] 0.444 [0.347, 0.531] 0.584

Paraphrasing 0.583 [0.390, 0.742] 0.407 [0.218, 0.572] 0.311

Reflection 0.757 [0.640, 0.861] 0.432 [0.228, 0.584] 0.537

Clarification 0.750 [0.617, 0.834] 0.438 [0.235, 0.721] 0.512

Increase Distance 0.853 [0.766, 0.922] 0.574 [0.394, 0.728] 0.531

Decrease Distance 0.774 [0.656, 0.852] 0.384 [0.179, 0.535] 0.541

Empathy 0.718 [0.554, 0.875] 0.449 [0.231, 0.598] 0.569

Respect-Active

Scale Coefficient 0.760 [0.678, 0.813] 0.448 [0.156, 0.689] 0.628

Verbal Commds 0.820 [0.691, 0.894] 0.479 [0.213, 0.676] 0.635

Verbal Threat 0.765 [0.721, 0.829] 0.515 [0.333, 0.692] 0.568

Antagonize 0.760 [0.712, 0.798] 0.448 [0.328, 0.581] 0.527

Introduction 0.756 [0.676, 0.817] 0.425 [0.107, 0.645] 0.505

Repeat 0.798 [0.710, 0.865] 0.421 [0.295, 0.527] 0.495

Acknowledge 0.732 [0.665, 0.797] 0.504 [0.283, 0.617] 0.615

Debrief 0.890 [0.810, 0.940] 0.478 [0.276, 0.787] 0.699

Respect-Discourse

Scale Coefficient 0.906 [0.888, 0.918] 0.492 [0.372, 0.621] 0.693

Tone 0.904 [0.877, 0.920] 0.524 [0.478, 0.604] 0.263

Dominant 0.781 [0.707, 0.842] 0.377 [0.241, 0.639] 0.247

Volume 0.822 [0.760, 0.858] 0.692 [0.334, 0.790] 0.709

Pace 0.883 [0.844, 0.912] 0.713 [0.454, 0.831] 0.635

Demeanor 0.895 [0.811, 0.925] 0.427 [0.249, 0.603] 0.662

Directly 0.958 [0.907, 0.999] 0.648 [0.128, 0.928] 0.819

Threats

Scale Coefficient 0.580 [0.470, 0.658] 0.377 [0.192, 0.582] 0.361

Excitement 0.453 [0.162, 0.586] 0.264 [0.122, 0.398] 0.022

Alcohol 0.738 [0.665, 0.784] 0.358 [0.090, 0.732] 0.294

Drug 0.356 [0.209, 0.535] 0.251 [0.152, 0.344] 0.367

Weapon 0.516 [0.343, 0.622] 0.325 [0.213, 0.519] 0.393

Citizen Threat 0.504 [0.216, 0.723] 0.237 [0.147, 0.329] 0.327

Behavioral Stance

Scale Coefficient 0.942 [0.894, 0.982] 0.745 [0.531, 0.854] 0.922

Refuse to Comply 0.891 [0.854, 0.926] 0.579 [0.348, 0.824] 0.851

Ignoring Officer 0.938 [0.915, 0.954] 0.745 [0.219, 0.906] 0.920

Verbal Resistance 0.948 [0.928, 0.965] 0.766 [0.640, 0.856] 0.892

Physical Resistance 0.915 [0.877, 0.964] 0.627 [0.197, 0.838] 0.920

Physical Attack 0.962 [0.928, 0.986] 0.559 [0.022, 0.934] 0.925

Note: ωt : omega total; ωt : omega hierarchical; GLB: greatest lower bound.
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additional information, in that the reliability coefficients are
weighted. As previously noted, greater interpretative weight
is given to the item agreement indexes (AC1, bαK , and B −
P applied to individual items). Within each scale (i.e.,
Completeness and Respect-Passive), a weight of “1” is
assigned to each of the top two item agreement
coefficients, and a weight of “-1” is assigned to the two
lowest item agreement coefficients (from Table 1). The
interpretative weight for the item consistency index ðICCð2
, 1ÞÞ is less than the item agreement indexes, but the item
consistency coefficients receive an assigned weight of “1.5”
because only one coefficient represents the item
consistency category. Within each scale (i.e., Completeness
and Respect-Passive), a weight of “1.5” is assigned to each
of the top two item agreement coefficients, and a weight of
“-1.5” is assigned to the two lowest item agreement
coefficients (from Table 2). The item deletion indexes
(rwgðiÞ, ad:m, ICCð1, 1Þ, ωt , ωh, and glb) are weighted less.
Within each scale (i.e., Completeness and Respect-Passive),
a weight of “0.15” is assigned to each of the top two item
agreement coefficients, and a weight of “-0.15” is assigned
to the two lowest item agreement coefficients (from
Tables 3 and 4).

In Figure 2, the AC1, bαK , and B − P coefficients are indi-
cated by the dark-gray lines. The item agreement coefficient
weights ðICCð2, 1ÞÞ are in are indicated by light-blue lines.
The lower weighted coefficients (rwgðiÞ, ad:m, ICCð1, 1Þ, ωt ,
ωh, and glb) are represented by the pink lines. The item
agreement coefficients (dark-gray), item consistency coeffi-
cients (light-blue), and item deletion coefficients (pink) are
summed for each item. The top coefficients are placed on
the right (positive) side, and the lowest two coefficients are
placed on the left (negative) side of the figure.

For the Completeness scale, the Quality of Lighting item
had the highest summed coefficients. The Overall Audio Qual-
ity item had the poorest summed coefficients. For the Respect-
Passive scale, the Clarification item had the highest summed
coefficients. The Empathy item had the poorest summed coef-
ficients. For the Respect-Active scale, the Verbal Threat item
had the highest summed coefficients. The Debrief item had
the poorest summed coefficients. For the Respect-Discourse
scale, the Directly item had the highest summed coefficients.
The Demeanor item had the poorest summed coefficients.
For the Threats scale, the Weapon item had the highest
summed coefficients. The Drug item had the poorest summed
coefficients. For the Behavioral Stance scale, the Physical
Resistance item had the highest summed coefficients. The
Ignoring Officer item had the poorest summed coefficients.

4. Discussion

BWC footage is a powerful tool to contest or control a
narrative [55]. Associated with BWC footage is the promise
for greater objectivity, increasing trust. This expectation is
pertinent for courts (i.e., testimony impacted by silence
and credibility contests), public discourse (i.e., attributing
culpability), and police accountability (i.e., transparency).
A three-step reliability strategy, which allowed for multiple

reliability indexes integrated into a single evaluative frame-
work, was applied to the complexities captured by police
BWC footage. From this strategy, evaluations can be made
to determine if key BWC footage components ought to
(and ought not to) be a part of outcome decisions (i.e.,
“Was use of force justified?” and “Was the officer’s behavior
appropriate?”) [56].

In conjunction with the three-step reliability strategy,
attempts to optimize both items and ratings resulted in
obtaining upper level reliabilities of BWC footage. The
development of each item received considerable discussion
and was then subjected to pilot cases. These items are
strongly context-specific, developed solely for rating BWC
footage. The raters were trained on these items [3, 57]. Rat-
ings were conducted with a detailed rating guide (40 pages),
overcoming definition and conceptual difficulties that often
occur in the use of force literature [58]. This approach pro-
vided relative upper level interrater agreement, interrater
consistency, and internal consistency. Upper level interrater
agreement, interrater consistency, and internal consistency
occurred for quality of lighting condition, officer using
paraphrasing, presence of a weapon, and citizen physical
resistance.

The current upper level interrater coefficients are above
what are found in applied settings [59]. In addition, these
referenced studies by Kraemer et al. occurred in settings with
greater structure (i.e., planned interviews with standardized
protocol) than the current BWC footage. Although the pres-
ent methodology was limited to within analyses, the Krae-
mer comparison suggests that our agreement, consistency,
and reliability coefficients have the potential to reflect ade-
quate to strong levels.

Even with a limited within design, there were relatively
poor levels of reliability among key components of BWC
footage. This is counter to the Voigt et al. study that suggests
sufficient agreement across BWC footage domains (SI anno-
tator agreement, Cronbach’s alpha index) [45]. The current
study found officer decreasing distance, officer empathy,
officer debriefing, and citizen excitement having relatively
poorer levels of reliability.

Three study design features reduce the likelihood of rel-
ative differences (i.e., coefficients outside of confidence inter-
vals) among rated BWC components. First, the focus on
relative comparisons within each scale limited the number
of potential comparisons. Second, attempts to optimize the
upper levels of agreement and interrater consistency through
item development, training, and rating adherence should
increase the likelihood of overall stronger index coefficients.
This study feature should facilitate upper index levels for the
majority of items. Third, few number of raters (n = 4),
resulting in poorer distribution qualities, would naturally
facilitate larger confidence intervals. These three study
design features made it more difficult to have index coeffi-
cients outside of each other’s confidence interval range,
thereby having conservative results. Countering these study
design features is the three-step strategy, which would
increase the potential differences among the items. This
would occur because poorer functioning indexes (i.e., less
discrimination) are excluded from use.
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Even with these design and strategy considerations, there
was a pattern of considerable range of reliabilities, demon-
strated by all the scales that have within scale items outside
the 95% confidence interval. This coefficient difference pro-
vides the bases for relative weaker and stronger coefficient
conclusions.

Raters are not typical public evaluators of BWC footage,
let alone randomly selected raters. Ideally, reliability indexes
are sample-based, estimate statistics, which infer back to the
population. In the current study, there are no probability
inferences calculated, thereby limiting the generalizability
of the current results, but what is lost for generalizability is
gained through within-study gold standard comparisons.
Consequently, the interpretation of the coefficients is based
upon relative differences within each scale.

4.1. Relative Stronger Agreement: Interrater Consistency
Items. Upper level agreements and reliabilities were possible,
with some having 1.00 coefficients or near perfect coeffi-
cients. The obtaining of upper-level coefficients is notable,
given that the context is typically unstructured, highly
charged, and a wide range of citizen states, often involving
liberty decisions. Similarly, rating studies examining vio-
lence among mentally ill patients have found key constructs
to have adequate levels of agreement [60].

Key components of conflict demonstrated relatively
strong agreement. Reflection on what was said, verbal threat,
and speaking directly has relatively strong agreement prop-
erties. In addition, voice volume has relatively strong interra-
ter consistency. The relative trustworthiness of these areas in
assessing officer/citizen interactions was strong.

Contextual characteristic of weapon presence and citizen
behavior of degree of threat and physical resistance had
strong agreement. These relatively stronger results may
allow for responsibility attributions. As the attribution of
dangerousness increases, attributions of responsibility can
also increase [61]. Insomuch as the current targeted content
assesses key components of complex interactions, aspects of
officer-citizen interactions can be rated and scored to be
usable information.

4.2. Relative Weaker Agreement: Interrater Consistency
Items. Key components of conflict demonstrated relatively
weak agreement, which occurred in a context of obtaining
optimal reliability. Decreasing distance may be an anteced-
ent to a violent interaction [62] and is a violent signal for
police officers [63]; yet, footage of decreasing distance had
relatively poor agreement. Empathy has been related to
dominance and aggressive interactions [64]; yet, it had rela-
tively poor agreement properties. Thus, key components of
contributing to and managing conflict, when examined via
BWC footage, have relatively weaker levels of agreement.
The relative trustworthiness of these areas in assessing
officer-citizen interactions is weak.

Areas with relatively weak agreement and consistency
are central to making responsibility attributions. The follow-
ing areas have previously demonstrated for making respon-
sibility attributions: aspects of the footage audio quality
[65], social distance [66], an actor’s critical stance [67], and

an actor’s reaction/goal [68]. Each of these areas are repre-
sented by current content items of Overall Audio Quality
(aspects of the footage audio quality), Decrease Distance
(social distance), Tone (an actor’s critical stance), and Ignor-
ing Officer (an actor’s reaction/goal). In this dataset, infer-
ences in key areas of responsibility attributions maybe
justifiably doubted or considered meaningless.

There are three implications for these relatively weak
agreement and consistency results. First, as noted, inferences
for responsibility attributions maybe unjustified. Second,
unduly placing a level of trustworthiness in areas of weak
agreement and consistency may prevent areas that have
stronger agreement and consistency from being used to
making inferences [56]. For example, if ignoring an officer
and related tone are used to form strong inferences, then
the fact that a verbal threat reliably occurred may not enter
into inference making. Third, relatively poorer items may
not have the capacity for reliable ratings. [13] highlights
the interrater communication of the area description as an
indicator of reliability. Poorer items, even with the method-
ological rigor applied to items, training, and ratings, may be
unable to be rated.

4.3. Summary of Agreement, Interrater Consistency, and
Internal Consistency Indexes Applied to Legal and Use of
Force Issues. Police-worn body camera (BWC) footage is a
powerful source of information for multiple contexts. Police
use footage to document their actions, support internal
investigations, and enhance supervision of officer conduct
[69]. Courts use this footage, both as evidence to indict
and evidence to assign cause and convict [55]. Media uses
BWC footage expecting it to serve as systems of accountabil-
ity and transparency [70]. Public movements have at times
viewed BWC footages as a mechanism to document police
abuses and a method to bring about police reform [71].

Court admissibility of BWC footage often centers on the
completeness of the footage. The completeness issue is the
amount of time that is missing from the total interaction
[55]. For this criterion of completeness, the Completeness
scale item of Prior Video (“Did the interaction between offi-
cer and citizen begin prior to the start of the video”) had rel-
atively strong reliability (Figure 2). Based on the current
data, and in conjunction with a legal scholar suggestion to
exclude partial footage from court testimony [72], this pro-
cess could be made in a trustworthy manner. There are,
though, other criteria of completeness. In a review of video
instances where the court granted a summary judgment,
50% of the cases involved only some audio or video evidence
[73]. Based on the current data, Video Obstruction and
Overall Audio Quality were the two relatively poorest reli-
ability items in the Completeness scale. Thus, adequately
assessing the partialness in these two areas in order to make
further decisions will be difficult.

An officer’s perception of what should guide the degree
of force to be used is contingent on the citizen’s behavior
[74, 75]. At the upper end of nonlethal force is the display
of strong nonphysical and physical noncompliance. Based
on the current data, items of Refuse to Comply and Physical
Resistance, which are associated with the upper end of
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nonlethal force, can be reliably rated (Figure 2). Two items,
Ignoring Officer and Verbal Resistance, which are associated
with more moderate levels of citizen resistance, have rela-
tively poorer reliabilities (Figure 2). This may be due to
greater officer discretion. But other factors of large measure-
ment error, which could occur due to lack of training, poor
measures, poorly defined target content, or the targeted con-
tent is not amenable to measurement, could result in rela-
tively poorer reliabilities.

4.4. Observability. Commenting on the level of observability
for rated items is warranted for two reasons. First, the legal
system, and its emphasis on evidence law, values evidence
that reflects the physical world with deductive reasoning,
logical inference, and suppositions [76]. The observable
nature of certain BWC footage allows for a broader recita-
tion of the context, which may facilitate the meeting of
material evidence as noted in Rule 401 [77]. Second, the level
of observability for rated items has been used to explain why
certain ratings have greater agreement and reliability [78].
Directly observable actions are amenable to ratings [79].

Comparisons between rating internal and external fac-
tors result in greater agreement and reliabilities for external
factors [80, 81]. Similarly, comparisons between impulsive
aggression and premeditated aggression resulted in greater
agreement for aggression [60], but other research suggests
that observability may not increase agreement and reliability
[79, 82–84]. From Figure 2, relatively strong agreement and
reliability occurred for both the Weapon (Threats: more
observable) and Volume (Respect-Discourse: less observ-
able) items. In contrast, relatively weak agreement and reli-
ability occurred for both the Ignoring officer (Compliance:
more observable) and Empathy (Respect-Passive: less
observable) items. Similarly, other research has found both
components of compliance and empathy can have poor
interrater reliability [43, 85]. Based on these results, the pres-
ent study concurs with past research suggesting that observ-
ability is not central to determining the relative reliabilities
of BWC footage.

4.5. Poor Reliability Applied to Research and BWC Inferences.
Given that key components of BWC footage can have rela-
tively poor agreement, consistency, and internal consistency,
the use of these indexes as a gate keeper of trustworthy data
will influence methodological designs and statistical analy-
ses. In a recent study using YouTube BWC footage, slightly
over one-half of the selected videos were removed from the
analyses because of a lack of rater agreement [9]. On the
one hand, reliable data allows for the possibility of finding
data relationships, but this methodological consideration
may come at a cost of generalization and ecological validity
of the results.

In addition to reliability reducing usable data sets, reli-
ability can impede statistical analyses. As noted by Vacha-
Hasse and Thompson, there is a General Linear Model-
(GLM-) related statistics “assume perfect or at least very
good score reliabilities” [159] [23]. This position is substan-
tiated with an empirical evaluation of interrater index’s rela-
tionship with the validity of outcome measures. With poorer

levels of interrater agreement and consistency (varied exper-
imentally), there are lower outcome effect sizes [2]. This
emphasis on reliability for basic statistics is of particular
importance for the BWC footage literature, as the majority
of the empirical analyses use GLM related statistics. Given
the importance of research with BWC footage, even studies
that use a qualitative methodology should evaluate the con-
tent for reliability prior to using detailed content to derive
summaries.

The use of BWC footage to examine implicit biases will
purposely have ambiguous components of the video footage.
This research design makes the assumption that there is an
inference that can be had. With the ambiguous components
systemic to media [86] and purposely introduced, the appar-
ent content would not guide the inference. Thus, prior to the
ambiguous component being framed, a sufficient level of
reliability to allow for an inference is necessary. Without a
prior level of sufficient reliability, a counterfactual argument
(this is what would be, but with ambiguity other factors
guide) cannot resource the methodological use of ambiguity
for evaluating the presence of implicit bias. Secondly, even if
there was sufficient initial reliability prior to the ambiguity
frame, without a reliability assessment, the ambiguous frame
maybe of such poor reliability that it cannot be used to make
any trustworthy inferences.

4.6. Policy Implications and Procedural Implementation. Sys-
tem implementation and application to individual cases (i.e.,
courtroom testimony and internal police investigations) will
differ. A system application would involve completing rating
scales on well-sampled (100+) officer-citizen interactions.
Approximately 10 to 15% of the interactions would have
interrater ratings. Using the three categories of reliability
indexes from the three-step reliability procedure, an equiva-
lent Figure 2 could be computed. This would inform what
elements should not be considered in routine evaluations
of BWC footage within that context. For an individual case,
which typically involves high-stakes decision-making, the
BWC footage in question should be rated by a minimum
of two raters for the purpose of assessing interrater agree-
ment and interrater consistency. Following the three-step
reliability procedure, internal consistency would not be
assessed. As with the system application, element with poor
reliability should not enter into the deliberations. These rat-
ings, both for system and application to individual cases,
should be conducted by raters who have a rater certification
that emphasizes agreement and consistency. As noted in
other areas, rater training can increase agreement and con-
sistency [87, 88]. Such training, though, does not consis-
tently result in strong agreement and consistency [78, 89].
And even with rater certification, agreement may only occur
at moderate levels [90], for which prior attitudes are
key [91].

An argument could be made that experience in officer-
citizen interactions and knowledge of the benefits of best
practices will draw valid conclusions without attention to
interrater agreement and consistency. This experience may
be a necessary condition for valid conclusions but not suffi-
cient. In addition to this expertise, these raters require
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similar ratings and consistent ratings with others for valid
conclusions.

Within a court context, BWC footage, as compared to
other types of evidence, increases the perceived ability to
draw conclusions [55]. Compared to officer-citizen report-
ing modes of text and audio, greater culpability is associated
with BWC footage [92]. At a broader level, the reliability
challenges preclude BWC footage being a panacea for con-
flicting discourse. If raters trained to apply the same scale
to reliable ends could not do so across all dimensions, then
those with conflicting agendas viewing the same footage will
be curtailed in inferring the truth-of-the-matter in an
officer-citizen encounter.

4.7. Limitations and Future Research. Considerable efforts
were made in the development of the items, but this was
the first study in which these items were used. The items
have not been standardized, and therefore, restriction of
range and other statistical biases could be reflected in the
structure of the items. Interrater agreement, consistency,
and internal consistency were addressed. Stability of the
items over time (i.e., test retest reliability) was not assessed.

The combination of methodological (sampling proce-
dure, number of ratings, rater characteristics, endorsement
rates) and statistical (reliability a function of data) consider-
ations precludes (in our opinion) using inferential statistics.
Thus, no proposed “objective” levels via a reliability bench-
mark criteria for BWC footage are suggested. Greater ratio-
nale and empirical work should conducted prior to applying
specific benchmark criteria to BWC footage. Without this
additional work, low coefficients may unduly be viewed neg-
atively (see [20] clinical test results for lower back pain). The
first step and weighting component in step three of the
three-step reliability strategy should assist in developing
benchmark criteria. The strongest conclusions of the present
study are from the within analyses, determining if an item/
scale coefficient falls outside the 95% confidence intervals
of another item/scale. Yet, within a legal context, for testi-
mony to be admissible and reliable, a reasonable method is
required, as other forms of evidence are incorporated [93].

The efforts to maximize agreement and consistency
preclude assessing field reliability. Understanding the
upper limits of reliability in field studies (i.e., supervisor
ratings) will be useful, as this may lead to the development
of benchmark reliability criteria. Just as with court evi-
dence, the current ratings are removed in time and place
[55]. BWC footage and subsequent ratings cannot utilize
smells, full depth perception, or ask questions; complexi-
ties which could be appreciated by a live viewer or partic-
ipant [94]. Contrasting field reliability with laboratory
reliability has produced lower field study reliabilities [95].
This, then, may limit some important contextual informa-
tion to assess “truer” ratings. Although current field reli-
ability studies suggest lower reliabilities, there may be
complexities and content areas that are better assessed by
being in the context.

Studies with a broader view of reliability will increase our
ability to make inferences (both explanatory and predictive,
see [96]) of BWC footage. These studies will include a focus

on both internal and external aspects of reliability. The current
study focused on methodologically internal aspects, account-
ing for random/systematic error within the data, which is a
function of the process through which the data were collected.
An externally focused reliability study will examine the con-
text sensitive reliabilities in terms of their stability for other
contexts (i.e., settings, statistical models, and types of validity)
[97]. Although the context-specific measure and subsequent
ratings can have limited generalizability [40], this context spe-
cific measure will assist in examining external focused reliabil-
ities. Similarly, expanding reliability analyses from solely
methodological (current study) to address reliability process
(epistemology) and reliable reasoning from data (philosophy
of science) will provide a fuller picture [32].

5. Conclusions

Trustworthiness of data is essential to assessing terrorism
[98], basic demographics [99], COVID-19 measurement
[35], and for ensuring management of high risk situations
[100]. Even with wide usage and acceptance of medical
imagery (PET, fMRI, CT), an “illusion of immediacy” may
result in an unfounded level of trustworthiness [32].

Similarly, BWC footage has been viewed as containing
“the unmediated truth” [55] or, at minimum, “objective”
truth [101]. Components of BWC footage, such as an offi-
cer’s verbal threat and speaking directly, and citizen’s threat
and physical resistance, have the potential for agreement and
consistency. But even attempting to maximize the agreement
and consistency of BWC footage ratings, the current
research suggests that the trustworthiness of certain key con-
tent areas for drawing inferences can be brought into ques-
tion. Consideration of BWC footage to draw inferences
should not occur without addressing its trustworthiness.
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